
 

 

 

 

The Arab Spring Revisited: One Year Later in Egypt and Tunisia 

By: Alexandra Weber  

On December 17th, 2010 Mohamed Bouazizi, a Tunisian street vendor, publicly lit 
himself on fire in protest of social and political issues in the country. This act awakened 
the people of Tunisia’s need for change, and resulted in widespread protests and 
demonstrations. The fervor for democracy, human rights, and a voice quickly spread 
across the Middle East and North Africa.  

One year later, Loyola University Chicago professors Dr. Peter Schraeder and Dr. Brian 
Endless came together to discuss the development and perspective future of Tunisia and 
Egypt respectively.    

Dr. Schraeder began his discussion of Tunisia with an account of his Tunisian friend’s 
year in a political prison. The story was shocking and sad, but a good example of why the 
Tunisian people were so unhappy with the state of their government. The audience was 
undoubtedly troubled by the Tunisian man’s lack of basic rights like the knowledge of 
why he was arrested in the first place, or the fact that the government had failed to inform 
his family and friends of his whereabouts. The story finished with a chilling quote from a 
guard at the prison that captures the frightening political atmosphere: “know who the 
friends of your friends are.”  

The remainder of Dr. Schraeder’s speech had a lighter and more optimistic tone. It 
focused on five positive emerging trends. The first of these is the emergence of the Arab 
world’s first democracy. Dr. Schraeder cites examples like the fair and free elections in 
October of 2011, the huge number of voters participating (over 90% of eligible voters), 
and Tunisia’s progressive, secular new constitution.  

The second of Dr. Schraeder’s positive emerging trend looked at the newly emerging 
coalition government. Since none of the top three parties achieved a majority of votes it is 
up to the three of them to find a middle ground and compromise. Compromises between 
the liberal, moderate, and conservative parties have been going well, thus far, as evident 
by the newly formed constitution. The first amendment of this constitution is an example 



of the progress Tunisia has made in its secular and democratic efforts. It states, “Tunisia 
is a free, independent and sovereign state. Its religion is Islam, its language is Arabic and 
its type of government is the Republic.”  

The “incredible debates”  currently occurring in Tunisia are cited by Dr. Schraeder as the 
third positive emerging trend. A majority of these debates have been about the 
relationship between religion and the new state; they play a direct role in how secular the 
new Tunisia will be. One example of this is the current trial of the director of Tunisia's 
Nessma TV who aired the movie 'Persepolis.' The movie showed a depiction of God on 
national televisions. Depictions of God are considered a major offence in Islam.  

The events in Tunisia have been referred to as “the Facebook revolution.” The role of 
social media is the fourth positive emerging trend addressed by Dr. Schraeder. In his 
lecture he quoted some very surprising figures from a survey he recently conducted. 
According to the research, “20% of Tunisians, or 2.1. million, maintain Facebook pages.” 
These Tunisians spend about “1hour and 45 minutes a day on Facebook,” which is “more 
than twice the national average.” In terms of university students, who played a major role 
in the organizing many of the protests, “91%... use it daily.”  

In his speech, Dr. Schraeder states that US aid to Tunisia is up from 42 million dollars in 
2011 to 75 million dollars this year. The growing foreign policy in Tunisia is Dr. 
Schraeder’s final positive emerging trend in Tunisia. Besides aid to the country, Tunisia 
has also seen visits from high ranking officials like Hilary Clinton and John McCain.  

Dr. Schraeder concluded his talk by warning that Tunisia is a “test case” for transitions to 
democracy, and that “if it doesn’t work in Tunisia, it won’t work anywhere else.” 
Despite these caveats, he is “very optimistic it [democracy] will work in Tunisia.”  

The next speaker at the event was Dr. Brian Endless. His focus was on the Arab Spring’s 
effects on Egypt. Dr. Endless’ views on Egypt were much less optimistic then Dr. 
Schraeder’s views on Tunisia. The lecture began on the very positive fact that Mubarak 
was no longer in power. According to Dr. Endless, he “never would have thought” a 
dictator like Mubarak would lose control, and especially not because of political protests 
and demonstrations by the people of Egypt.  

The focus of Dr. Endless’  talk was ‘changes and similarities.’ He warned that while 
Egypt had made great strides after its protests, especially in taking Mubarak out of 
power, there is a strong possibility that things might go back to the way they were. Dr. 
Endless describes it as a case of “meet the new boss, same as the old boss.” �  

One of the most noteworthy parts of Dr. Endless’ discussion was his account of the 
current political parties and what they mean for the future of not only Egypt as a 



country, but North Africa as well. The third of the top three parties with less than 8% of 
the vote is the very liberal Wafd party. In Dr. Endless’ words, “they led the revolution, 
but couldn’t succeed in the actual voting.” The first of the top three parties with about 
58% of the vote is the moderate Muslim Brotherhood party. One of the reasons for their 
success is that during the revolutions they were busy organizing themselves for success 
during the elections.  

In second place with about 25% of the vote is the Salafist Nour party. This party is, in 
the opinion of Dr. Endless, very “concerning.” They are an ultra-conservative group who 
support violent Jihad, and Sharia law as the absolute law for Egypt. It will be interesting 
to see how negotiations between the moderate Muslim Brotherhood party and the ultra-
conservative Nour party play out.  

One major difference between the views of Dr. Endless and Dr. Schraeder about Egypt 
and Tunisia respectively is the amount of sanguinity for the positive political evolution of 
the two countries. Amidst his breakdown of the current social and political environment, 
Dr. Endless sights examples of the jailing of pro-democracy workers, the killing of Coptic 
Christians by their Muslim neighbors, and the ongoing repression of the press.  

Despite these disheartening accounts, Dr. Endless also offers a more encouraging series of 
steps that need to be taken before Egypt can begin to make progress. The first of many 
steps for Egypt as it works towards a more democratic state is the formation of a 
constitution. The country currently has none, and there is much debate regarding the level 
of religious influence, especially Sharia law, that will be included.  

The second of these steps that Egypt must take is to determine the role of the military. 
Egypt is currently a stratocracy in which the government is led by the heads of the 
military. The relationship between the government and the military is a complex one. 
According to Dr. Endless, the military is the keeper of the peace and much of the power. 
It shares this power, and to a certain extent is kept in check by a civilian government of 
which can be replaced by the military at any time. Similarly, Dr. Endless expresses that 
the third step for Egypt to take is transitioning out of its current Praetorian state.  

Though Dr. Endless is forced to paint a less encouraging picture of Egypt then this time 
last year, he continues to stay optimistic about the future of Egypt. He affirms that there 
is still a lot of work to be done, and the future is anything but certain. Despite the 
problems, Dr. Endless states that Egypt holds “a lot of positive potential,” and that 
“people want to work together.”  

Though the events that started the Arab Spring occurred more than a year ago, the issue is 
still continuing to evolve and progress. Though the future of both Tunisia and Egypt is 



uncertain, it is certain that both these countries have an amazing potential to change the 
future of North Africa, politics, and even the world. 


